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Abstract

English Version

In a rapidly changing reality, where customers are acquiring

more and more power through digital channels, luxury brands

should find innovative solutions for not being blown away from

their market. The concept of customer experience is going to be

drastically redefined, switching the focus from the physical ex-

perience to the digital one. My thesis proposes an experiment

for recreating a luxury brand experience online, transposing

the emotional values throughout persuasive technologies.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Versione Italiana Estesa

Le tecnologie digitali stanno radicalmente cambiando il mondo.

Infatti, se le aziende non si orientano all’innovazione, potrebbe-

ro rischiare di non essere più competitive in un mercato de-

stinato a mutare drasticamente negli anni a venire. In questo

contesto, la nicchia costituita dal settore del lusso rientra tra

le industrie che ad oggi mostrano più difficoltà ad avvicinar-

si al cambiamento, soprattutto se inteso in senso digitale. Le

recenti tecnologie come Internet, Realtà Virtuale, Big Data ed

Intelligenza Artificiale stanno già stabilendo nuovi paradigmi,

creando modelli di business innovativi e ridefinendo contesti la-

vorativi, insieme ad i concetti di accessibilità, comunicazione e

persuasione. Allo stesso tempo, i consumatori stanno acquisen-

do sempre più potere attraverso i canali digitali, aspettandosi

di più dai brand sul mercato in quanto ormai abituati ad avere
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a portata di mano una serie di strumenti specifici che, piano

piano, stanno trasferendo il potere dei brand di lusso nelle ma-

ni degli utenti. In particolare, l’avvicinamento progressivo di

molti brand di lusso al concetto dell’e-commerce è una chiara

prova di questo fenomeno. Attraverso questo canale, l’utente

può avere accesso immediato ad intere collezioni di prodotti,

ottenendo innumerevoli informazioni su modelli e prezzi e, so-

prattutto, senza dover fare lo sforzo psicologico e fisico necessa-

rio per raggiungere il punto vendita. In questo modo, anche il

tempo necessario per comparare i prodotti dei diversi brand si

accorcia, l’utente può ora scegliere, comprare e ricevere il pro-

dotto desiderato direttamente a casa, e tutto questo con solo

pochi click.

Tuttavia, considerando il caso specifico dei brand di lusso, di-

venta fondamentale capire le effettive motivazioni che stanno

alla base della decisione d’acquisto. L’industria del lusso è una

nicchia, la maggior parte dei prodotti di lusso non viene acqui-

stata per la funzionalità o la necessità del prodotto in sé. An-

che se i brand in questo settore offrono un range molto vario di

prodotti entry level, l’identità del marchio si delinea dal livello

dell’aspirazione a quello del lusso assoluto. Soltanto il livello

più alto di questa piramide riflette l’heritage del brand ed è

qui che il ”sogno” viene creato. Per questo motivo, i clienti più

fedeli e sinceri scelgono di acquistare un prodotto motivati dal

desiderio di sentirsi immersi nell’universo del brand. La brand

experience vissuta dai clienti è in realtà la guida attraverso il

processo di acquisto e ciò che rimane impresso è il modo in cui

un brand di lusso riesce a far sentire i suoi clienti.
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La recente introduzione delle soluzioni di shopping online an-

che nel settore del lusso è da considerarsi in modo molto at-

tento, in quanto rappresenta un’opportunità per l’innovazione,

ma anche un rischio significativo per questo tipo di business

per com’è sempre stato conosciuto. In particolare, il rischio

più grande è costituito da un’apertura completa al mercato di

massa, in quanto i prodotti sono più facilmente raggiungibi-

li ed al netto di costi psicologici, portando ad una percezione

di esclusività inevitabilmente minore data da prodotti non più

considerati come rari o speciali. Inoltre, l’acquisto online limi-

ta la customer experience alla sola usabilità del sito web del

brand, spazzando via l’esperienza vera e propria e la possi-

bilità di costruire una relazione con il brand. Internet rende

tutto più facile, veloce e vicino, ma, paradossalmente, l’utente

percepisce l’azienda come più lontana, risultando in un pro-

cesso d’acquisto senz’anima. D’altra parte, gestendo accura-

tamente questi rischi, i brand di lusso hanno l’opportunità di

arricchire la customer experience con nuove sfumature, inno-

vando un business che è sempre stato portato avanti in modo

tradizionale.

La mia tesi si concentra su possibili approcci strategici all’e-

commerce che potrebbero essere considerati dai brand di lusso

per reagire alla rivoluzione digitale, al fine di assicurarsi un

terreno fertile per continuare ad avere successo in futuro. Il

mio lavoro si focalizza sulla possibilità di trasferire la carica

emotiva ed i valori tipici di brand experience di lusso su un

contesto di shopping online, con l’obiettivo di riuscire ad im-

mergere gli utenti nell’universo del brand anche senza ricorre-
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re all’esperienza fisica. A questo proposito, la parte di ricerca

prende inizio da concetto di customer experience, approfondi-

to sia in un contesto di lusso che nella sua applicazione online.

Un paragrafo viene dedicato all’introduzione alla Captologia,

ossia come i computer possano essere considerati tecnologie

persuasive ed abbiano effettivo impatto su decisioni e compor-

tamenti umani. Una parte di approfondimento viene dunque

dedicata alle tecnologie persuasive ed alle tecniche di persua-

sione che vi possono essere applicate, focalizzandosi sulle fal-

lacie del pensiero logico. Quest’ultime costituiscono una base

fondamentale per passare alla parte di sperimentazione della

mia tesi. Successivamente, il mio progetto prevede la creazio-

ne di una pagina web di presentazione per un brand fittizio di

lusso, con due cardini fondamentali: l’utilizzo di una tecnolo-

gia innovativa ed un’interazione basata su tecniche persuasive.

In particolare, la tecnologia su cui si basa l’esperimento è l’ava-

tar, assumendo il ruolo dell’assistente di una boutique di lusso

virtuale. L’interazione proposta prevede che, all’inizio dell’e-

sperimento, l’utente scelga tra due percorsi: il primo fornisce

semplici informazioni sul brand, mentre il secondo comunica

gli stessi contenuti ma attraverso tecniche persuasive. Attra-

verso una comparazione tra le risposte di chi ha assistito ad

un’interazione persuasiva e quelle derivanti dalla semplice de-

scrizione del brand, un sondaggio finale mira a comprendere

se l’utilizzo delle fallacie abbinato alla tecnologia utilizzata ri-

sulti convincente per gli utenti e se l’esperienza proposta sia

percepita come innovativa ed interessante.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Digital technologies are radically transforming the world. Poten-

tially, if companies do not innovate, they will be blown away from

a market that is going to drastically change in future years. This ap-

plies also to the niche of the luxury sector. New technologies such as

Internet, Virtual Reality, Big Data and Artificial Intelligence are go-

ing to establish new paradigms, to create innovative business models,

to redesign the job context and to redefine accessibility, communic-

ation and persuasion tools. In these years, customers are acquiring

more and more power because of digital channels, they are becom-

ing more demanding since they have at their reach a whole series

of specific tools, which are gradually transferring the power from

luxury brands to users. In particular, the progressive turn of luxury

brand to consider the e-commerce option is a clear proof of this phe-

nomenon. Through this channel, not only the customers can have a
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complete overview on brand collections, including limited editions

and prices, but also, they are becoming less willing to make the psy-

chological and physical effort to reach the shop location and take the

time to make comparisons between different brands. Throughout

brands websites, potential customers can easily find out all informa-

tion required for a purchasing decision, buy the product and have it

delivered at their doorstep within just a few clicks.

However, when it comes to luxury brands, understanding the drivers

of the purchasing decision becomes fundamental. Luxury is a niche

market, most of the times luxury products are not bought because

of the item itself. Brands in this sector do have entry-level products,

but they build the brand identity from the aspirational level lines to

the absolute luxury. The top is where the brand heritage is reflected

and where ”the dream” is created. For this reason, when their true

and loyal clientele buys brand products, their most important driver

is the desire of being immersed into the brand universe. The brand

experience lived by the customers is what leads them through the

purchasing process, the way that luxury makes them feel.

The recent introduction of online shopping solution in the luxury sec-

tor should be strategically dealt, since it represents an opportunity

for innovation, but also a serious threat for business as we know it

today. The most noticeable risks include a wide opening to the mass

market, having products easier to obtain and avoiding psychological

costs, resulting in a loss of the brand exclusivity since the products

are no more perceived as scarce [Cervellon, 2017]. Moreover, buy-

ing online limits the customer experience to the simple usability of
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the brand website, blowing away the real brand experience and the

relationship with it. Internet makes everything easier, faster and

closer, but paradoxically it also makes the brand perceived as more

distant, offering a purchasing process without soul. On the other

hand, if carefully managing these risks, luxury brands will have the

opportunity to add new facets to customer experience, innovating a

business that has always been carried on in a traditional way.

My thesis focuses on the possible strategic approaches to e-commerce

that should be considered by luxury brands to react to the digital

revolution, creating opportunities for continuing succeeding in the

future. In particular, I have developed my work around the concept

of transferring the feelings typical of luxury brands’ experiences to

the online shopping context, with the purpose of immersing the po-

tential customers into the brand universe even without the physical

experience.

Paving the way for my experiment, I will analyse the actual impact

of Web Technologies on user experience, focusing on luxury brands’

online solutions. In particular, the concept of customer experience

will be deepened from its general meaning to its facets in luxury

markets and online applications. The main technologies involved in

the process of customer experience transformation will be described,

along with the techniques applied on the formers, with the purpose

of underlining their intended persuasive effects on the user. A spe-

cial focus will be reserved to the general framework of Captology1 in

order to understand how persuasive technologies can, in the short
1Captology is the acronym for Computers as Persuasive Technologies invented by

B.J. Fogg, director of Persuasive Technology Lab at Stanford University.
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term, influence user decisions and, in the long term, lead to changes

in user behaviours [Fogg, 2002].

For the experimental section of my thesis I have developed a HTML

webpage of a fictitious brand in the luxury sector, using interactive

links with the purpose of creating a real user experience. In partic-

ular, I have created and then implemented in the HTML webpage

a Voki c© Avatar2 to fill the role of a virtual shop assistant. The ex-

periment uses the avatar to recreate online the customer experience

that luxury brands’ clientele is used to live in physical stores. The

purpose of the whole project is to understand whether the use of in-

teractive and persuasive technologies, especially Avatars, constitutes

a feasible strategy to adopt in the luxury sector.

The Web Site will be evaluated by potential users in terms of usabil-

ity, effectiveness of interactions and impact on purchasing decisions.

The presented data have been collected throughout an online sur-

vey and measured using the Likert scale. According to the results,

a deeper understanding concerning the potential success of the hy-

pothesis tested will be acquired, along with a suggestion to luxury

brands to gain competitive advantage in a rapidly changing future.

2Voki avatar: http://www.voki.com/
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Chapter 2

Web Technology Impact on

User Experience

In this section my aim is to illustrate how Web technologies influence

user experience, deepening this concept from the physical world to

the online one in the realm of digital revolution. A particular em-

phasis is placed on the luxury sector as it is generally subject to high

disruption as a consequence of digital transformation. This chapter

aims to provide the basic framework of my thesis, integrating past

studies and literature with my personal views. The themes described

in the first section cover the concepts of customer experience, ran-

ging from their general definition, including an introduction to lux-

ury fundamentals, to their online notion. In order to conclude this

section, a valuable case study concerning digital transformation in

the luxury industry will be presented. In the second section, a spe-
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2.1. User Experience: Luxury Industry And Online Solutions

cial focus is devoted to Captology. This concept will serve as the

general framework underlying the philosophy of the entire thesis.

Thirdly, online technologies that influence customer experience are

introduced. These technologies are salient to the understanding of

persuasive consumer experience as they focus on a computer’s differ-

ent functions during human interaction. An approach explaining my

personal take on a persuasive technology design is proposed. Web-

sites, apps, and e-commerce platforms will be exemplified in this

section as pertinent illustrations of persuasive technology. As a con-

clusion to the chapter and with relative expertise in the field, I will

discuss the techniques impacting user experience, placing specific

emphasis on Enabling Technologies such as Artificial Intelligence,

which will be discussed in depth later in this fourth section. Further-

more, a detailed overview of the persuasion theme encompassing

the relative principles and fallacies of logic thought will also be de-

scribed.

2.1 User Experience: Luxury Industry And

Online Solutions

Customer experience can be defined as a customer’s response when

the customer is exposed to brand elements of different origins. These

elements can be a part of the brand identity, of the communication

strategy, of the packaging of the products or of the brand’s competit-

ive environment. The customers generally respond to these different

stimuli in subjective manners, and these reactions can be rational

or emotional. In particular, customer experience can involve sensa-
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2.1. User Experience: Luxury Industry And Online Solutions

tions, feelings and thoughts, causing the client to experience a beha-

vioural response to the subjective brand associations. Therefore, the

experience designed by the brand becomes a key factor for customer

satisfaction and loyalty.

According to [Brakus et al., 2009], customer experience encompasses

the end to end purchasing process: from researching the right product

to buy, to purchasing the product, and the subsequent usage of the

product bought.

In the first step, it is important to note that the customer indirectly in-

teracts with the product, dealing with its quality, features and price.

The customer takes the time to think about the desired product char-

acteristics and, therefore, on the basis of subjective needs, selects the

most appropriate brand selling it.

When the customer reaches the brand selling point, the central part

of the experience takes place. This situation is crucial because there

is a direct interaction between the client and the brand. This is the

very moment in which building a relationship is both possible and

critical. Brands should wisely select and accurately train their shop

assistants, as they become direct intermediaries between the brand

and the customers. In order to undergo a satisfying in-shop exper-

ience, the customer should be guided with expertise, care and in-

volvement from the moment they enter the store to the customer’s

decision to buy the product. Beyond the fulfilment of client informa-

tional needs, the experience should be tailor-made on the basis of a

customer’s requests and behaviours, immersing them into the brand

universe. Therefore, in this phase, the brand has the opportunity to
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2.1. User Experience: Luxury Industry And Online Solutions

educate its clients about its story, values and unique selling propos-

ition from its competitors. This is a critical moment as it allows the

brand to instil in the customer’s mind the correct brand associations.

Once the product is purchased and starts being utilised, the cus-

tomer makes the final evaluations concerning the product’s compli-

ance with the user’s expectations. On one hand, mirroring the prom-

ised quality with the delivered one is fundamental for promoting

the brand’s credibility. On the other hand, this phase includes all

those after-market services that constitute the brand-customer rela-

tionship maintenance. Regularly updating a database to keep track

of all client purchases and released information is crucial for improv-

ing future customer experience fostering customer loyalty.

The customer experience concept in the luxury world finds its found-

ations in what is described in the paragraphs above. It acquires a

wider meaning because of the special nature of the luxury sector. In

order to better understand the facets characterising this world, I will

introduce the concept of luxury.

Luxury is a concept that varies by individual. It can be thought of

as a philosophy, a real culture or as something that customers can

identify with [Okonkwo, 2009]. The reasons for which customers de-

cide to purchase luxury products differs immensely. They can range

from brand representation in terms of lifestyle and values, to quality

and exclusivity of the product and overall customer experience, or as

symbols of social status [Maman Larraufie and Kourdoughli, 2014].

Firstly, Luxury is deeply rooted to a brand’s heritage, its history
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2.1. User Experience: Luxury Industry And Online Solutions

Personality

Culture

Consumer MentalisationReflected Consumer

Relationship

Physical Facets
honest, original, sentimental, daring, young, 
unique, up-to-date, reliable, successful,

charming, upper class, pride 

logos, iconic check pattern, ochre double-
breasted, the prorsum knight,  high quality

material, “Britishness”ddddd

British, the Trench Coat, rich 
heritage ambitions, loyal to its 
traditions but able to innovate, 
functionality  

trust and dependability, 
involvement, engagement, 

exclusivity

elite, self-accomplishment, connoisseur, 
smart, updated, mix of class and 
modernity, proudly British

prestigious, discerning, pioneering, 
elegance, class, modern timeless, 

sophisticated, British look

Figure 2.1: An example of Kapferer’s Brand Identity Prism in luxury industry.

and to the vision and values on which the brand founders have

built their empires. Their iconic products are symbols of authen-

ticity. They have inspired and enchanted generations upon gener-

ations, and have been able to simultaneously stay timeless and in-

novative over time. Each brand has its own internal identity based

on an internal path. This identity growth path is then reflected

on the brand’s perceived image. Kapferer designed the Brand Iden-

tity Prism (in Figure 2.1) to address brands’ perceptions and image

[Azoulay and Kapferer, 2003].

The right side of the prism is characterised by the brand’s Personal-

ity, Culture and Consumer Mentalisation. The brand develops these

elements as expressions of itself. The brand Personality is built on

the traits of the founder and gives the customers a sense of what

to expect from the brand experience. The Culture is rooted in the

values characterising the brand path and universe. The Consumer
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2.1. User Experience: Luxury Industry And Online Solutions

Mentalisation represents the feelings that the brand’s clients have of

themselves, the way they feel with the brand and how the brand

itself contribute in defining their inner-self.

The left side of the prism represents the brand’s internal decisions,

and it is composed by brand’s Physical Facets, Relationship and Re-

flected Consumer. The Physical Facets refer to something that is tan-

gible and could be perceived visually (e.g. logo). The way the brand

interacts with its customers, considering both personnel training in

physical shops and online responsiveness and support, constitutes

the relationship with brand’s clients. To conclude the explanation

of the identity prism, the Reflected Consumer component represents

the stereotypical user of the brand, what they communicate through-

out the brand’s products and, therefore, the mirror image of the

consumer social-self. All these elements are nurtured by the way the

brand express its image, both throughout its distribution channels

and communication strategy.

Keeping these elements in mind, luxury is evidently a very subject-

ive concept. Luxury products and services are generally associated

with the following characteristics: high quality, high prices, scarcity

and, therefore, exclusivity. Some customers decide to buy luxury

products to express their social-self, as proof of belonging to a pre-

cise social layer and, therefore, have the expectation of gaining social

prestige and respect. Many other clients just purchase these kinds

of goods and services as a means of motivation or self-rewarding, as

an expression of unprejudiced lifestyle for their own pleasure and

wellness [Maman Larraufie and Kourdoughli, 2014]. Other kinds of
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2.1. User Experience: Luxury Industry And Online Solutions

consumers buy luxury products to fulfill their inner-self. They feel

that their ideals and values are clearly encompassed by the brand im-

age. Consequently, the consumers will hence want to be completely

immersed into the brand universe. For this reason, many luxury

brands are developing a more holistic ”shopping” experience (e.g.

flagship stores, restaurants, hotels) to extend their concepts to new

horizons.

Ultimately, luxury is not about the product or service itself. It is

rather about everything surrounding the brand’s culture and rituals;

it represents the entire experience.

The realm of luxury has always delivered positive reactions and emo-

tions because of its rather quintessential nature: it is something that

has always been operated directly (face to face) and off-line. This

current Digital Era has, however, highlighted the need for luxury

brands to further innovate and take a step towards the digital evolu-

tion occurring in most other fields.

According to [Bjørn-Andersen and Hansen, 2011], today’s stereotyp-

ical consumer generally takes for granted the option to purchase any

desired product online. Most importantly, however, customers for-

get that they instantaneously have the possibility to actively engage

with a brand’s intuitive, stimulating, interactive and memorable user

experience. This includes any social interaction, instant responsive-

ness from the brand and building of relationships on the basis of

a customised online experience. This modern customer description

includes luxury clients that demonstrate more selective and unusual

preferences, have small amounts of time to dedicate to shopping and,
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2.1. User Experience: Luxury Industry And Online Solutions

most of all, always acquire more power due to their digital presence

[Morisset, 2016]. This has hence required luxury firms to create web-

sites and tools that are more tailor made to the needs and online

expectations of high-end customers.

A well-designed website, regardless of its content, should be, first of

all, usable. The ”usability” of a website is directly related to how

easily the user can reach whatever goal he or she may have for a

specific interface. The prerequisites of usability are as follows: ef-

ficacy, efficiency and satisfaction. Efficacy concerns the correct and

complete use of the website, while efficiency regards the interaction

time of response. The overall user experience should be pleasant

and consistent with user’s expectations being, therefore, satisfact-

ory. In terms of usability, a website should be interactive, visually

easy to use and based on specific principles. Donald Norman, the

director of the Design Lab at University of California San Diego, for-

mulated the so called Usability Principles in [Norman, 2013], under-

lining how a website should include visible and easy to find tools, a

well-organised mapping (logical link sequence), affordances and con-

straints, feedbacks and a structure based on logic conceptual models

[Lieto, 2016].

On the basis of these clear instructions, the real challenge for luxury

brands is engaging customers virtually rather than physically. This

becomes particularly tricky to accomplish. Whilst online, sales as-

sociates are unfortunately unable to connect and positively engage

with their customer base like they are when they are assisting a cus-

tomer in a boutique. Beyond the creation of a usable website, the
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2.1. User Experience: Luxury Industry And Online Solutions

Communication

Codes of Luxury

• Elitist and prestigious image

• Values: tradition, family, history, 

timeless

• Exclusivity

• Rarity

• In-store experience through five 

senses

• Service customisation

• Physical dedicated retail space 

(often exclusive)

• Product display is key, price is 

secondary

Distribution

• Mass media image

• Values: modernity, 

innovation, instantaneity

• Large diffusion

• Unlimited

Digital Characteristic

• Mainly visual experience h

• ello

• Common service to all users

• A retail space without any 

special boundaries

• Price and product display 

similarly matter

VS

Figure 2.2: Conflict points between luxury and digital worlds (readapted from
[Maman Larraufie and Kourdoughli, 2014]).

greater issue encountered by many luxury brands has been incorpor-

ating and balancing creativity and exclusivity with the open nature

of digital channels [Morisset, 2016]. Under many circumstances, lux-

ury and the ever evolving digital world appear as two parallel en-

tities, showing conflicting fundamental values and, therefore, the

incapability of creating any optimal integration. Figure 2.2 lists the

main conflicting points between the two worlds.

Despite the above description, there are several opportunities for

luxury brands to conquer this seemingly risky digitalisation move.

In fact, the roots of luxury products have always been instilled in

the direct interaction between the customer, designer and artisan.

Through the years, this relationship has slowly started to dissipate,

which has in turn distanced the client from the brand. Recalling
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2.1. User Experience: Luxury Industry And Online Solutions

the words of [Bjørn-Andersen and Hansen, 2011], online technolo-

gies will once again give the possibility to foster this connection

through customisation options. Moreover, luxury brands have the

opportunity to express their values and identity through creative

and innovative mediums. Throughout the flexibility of digital tools,

they can recreate the original rituals and the storytelling structure,

fulfilling of emotions the online experience.

In order to conclude this section, I will illustrate a case study about

Burberry R©, one of the first luxury brands that decided to embrace

the digital world.

In 2006, Adriana Ahrendts, CEO of Burberry R©, decided to take up

an ambitious project of digital transformation with the purpose of

expanding the British firm’s target market to a younger market seg-

ment. The underlying idea for digitalization was to develop an ex-

cellent customer service and to involve and engage the acquired cus-

tomers [Na, 2016].

As a first step, the brand established its presence on social media

platforms, in particular on Facebook R©, Twitter R© and Instagram R©.

The contents were optimised and selected to be generally consistent

with each network’s format, always keeping a common visual style

in harmony with brand original facets.

The most important move took place in 2009, the ”Art of the Trench

Campaign”, when Burberry R© developed a mini-website operating

as social network for existing customers and, therefore, creating a

sense of belongingness to the luxury brand’s community. After this
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2.1. User Experience: Luxury Industry And Online Solutions

Figure 2.3: Illustration of Burberry R© ”Kisses Campaign”.

strategical step, Burberry R© live-streamed several fashion shows, re-

leasing a free world preview of new collections. Later, the brand

made the newest collections available online for its loyal clients be-

fore the official launch. These initiatives resulted in more than 1 mil-

lion followers on Facebook and a 50% growth in e-commerce sales in

2010. A subsequent inspiring digital initiative was ”Acoustic”, con-

sisting in a series of videos promoting musical local talents (filmed

in Burberry R© outfits) and, therefore, connecting even more the brand

with the younger target.

The ”Kisses Campaign” was an innovative idea promoting the brand’s

makeup line. It is illustrated in Figure 2.3. The initiative sought for a
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2.1. User Experience: Luxury Industry And Online Solutions

collaboration with Google R© and consisted in sending virtual kisses

of the favourite Burberry R© lipstick colours using the smartphone

camera. Moreover, Google R© featured the street view to follow the

”kiss journey” on the map. It was a worldwide success, counting

more than 13000 participants in the first ten days.

Along with these innovative and incredibly creative digital initiat-

ives, Burberry R© has developed an impressive website, rich in detail

and content. It is structured in a very intuitive and visually appeal-

ing manner, including links to the digital contents described above.

In addition, the brand has designed its London flagship store to mir-

ror the website visual characteristics. The digital Burberry R© world

served as an inspiration source for the physical one. The high-tech

boutique includes screens, speakers and chip fitted products that dis-

play a filmed footage of the products in the changing rooms.

Recently, the brand has implemented on their website customising

sections to offer customers the possibility to personalise two of its

bestsellers: trench coats and scarves. These sections, enriched by

an online support tool, allow the users to customise all possible

product’s details and even have their initials stamped on such products.

In 2016, the brand went one step further in terms of digital exper-

imenting. During a fashion show, Burberry R© initiated the use of

a chatbot to provide customer service and to virtually share their

new collection live [Arthur, 2016]. Burberry R© was ranked by the

Interbrand c© index as the 4th fastest growing brand worldwide in

2011, and was confirmed as the fastest growing luxury brand one

year later.
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This luxury brand demonstrated that taking initiative to innovate by

choosing an unknown and risky path can lead to incredible results.

In this rapidly changing world, the ability to adapt, transform and

always be a step ahead of the competition is necessary in order to

survive and succeed. Burberry R© was able to foresee an unconven-

tional opportunity of innovation when it was not yet a requirement,

reconfirming itself as one of the top aspirational luxury brands. It

radically transformed its business while at the same time was still

able to stay loyal to its company culture and values.

2.2 Captology

The word ”Captology” finds roots back to 1996, when B.J. Fogg used

it as an acronym for his study envisioning computers as persuas-

ive technologies. At the very beginning of his study, Fogg had the

intuition that technology would have soon become more and more

present in human life in the coming years, to the extent that it would

become not only a utility or support tool, but also a fundamental

part of our everyday life, as an extension of our selves. Twenty year

later, we can confirm that the use of technologies is pervasive in

pure society and that we daily interact with them. We do create and

welcome in our lives machines that can in one way or another have

influence on us. His research has is fundamentally based on concept

of ”persuasion”, as we humans are meant to use it in our everyday

life. Persuasion is defined as ”an attempt to voluntarily change at-

titudes or behaviours or both, without using coercion or deception”

[Fogg, 2002]. Assuming this premise, Captology refers to persuas-
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ive technologies as those that are only specifically meant to, from

their designing stage, to cause change in a user’s attitudes and beha-

viours [Fogg, 2002]. B.J. Fogg1 pursued his highly disruptive idea go-

ing into depth with experimental psychology from his thesis, ”Cha-

rismatic Computers” (1993-1997), to the publishing of the very first

source of literature in the Captology field, his book ”Persuasive Tech-

nology: Using Computers to Change What We Think and Do” (2002).

In his research, the scientist distinguishes between two levels of per-

suasion, namely ”macrosuasion” and ”microsuasion.” The first level,

”macrosuasion,” occurs when the technology is designed exclusively

for persuasive purposes and it has an overall persuasive goal. The

other level, ”microsuasion,” does not have a general persuasive in-

tent but it might include several smaller goals to reach a different

final outcome. These influencing components might apply many dif-

ferent persuasive techniques, ranging from basic motivational tools

to human-computer interaction [Fogg, 2002].

The concept of Captology is built upon the idea that persuasive tech-

nologies can influence human thought and change rooted attitudes

and behaviours on the basis of three elements: trigger, ability and

motivation [Fogg, 2009]. The first element, ”trigger”, refers to an in-

put able to catch the user’s attention, something that would spark

the user’s mind and encourage them to perform that behaviour in

that very moment. The users should therefore have the ”ability” to

perform the behaviour with regards to the level of difficulty in put-

ting it into practice and the time at their disposal. ”Motivation” is cer-
1The author is the founder and the current director of the Stanford Persuasive

Tech Lab and he keeps carrying on his cutting-edge study about human beha-
viours design and persuasion automation.
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tainly another important factor since it is the reason why a behaviour

even occurs in the first place. It is therefore the force that drives the

user toward his or her goal. Fogg distinguish among three levels of

motivation with different intensities: sensation, anticipation and be-

longing. ”Sensation”, the most basic of the three intensities, involves

the sensory feelings of pleasure and pain, while ”anticipation”, the

middle range intensity, concerns human psychological condition of

feeling hope and fear. Finally, the third and most intense expres-

sion of motivation, ”belonging”, allows the users to feel extremely

engaged in performing or avoiding a behaviour that they end up

totally accepting or rejecting it. When motivation is so intense, the

users are willing to make the effort required to achieve their goals.

However, this level is very difficult to achieve and motivation in gen-

eral is the most complex element to work with when designing a

persuasive product. In fact, regardless of its intensity, motivation is

something that is generally already instilled in the user’s mind; it is

an element that is innate to the user. If present, even in an exceed-

ingly small amount, amount, then working on it is possible. In or-

der to achieve a goal, impacting on triggers and abilities is generally

easier and more effective. Users that do not have a strong motivation

would perform and get more used to put in practice a behaviour if it

is recalled many times in an everyday context and if that action does

not require a special effort. On the other hand, a strong motivation

might not be a sufficient factor to lead the user to perform a beha-

viour that is time-consuming and difficult to execute (see Figure 2.4).

On the basis of these consideration, the user is more likely to experi-

ence behavioural changes if the overall persuasive goal is designed to
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Figure 2.4: Behavioural curve illustration (readapted from [Fogg, 2009]).

be achieved throughout small influencing steps easily integrated in

the user’s routine. Trigger, ability and motivation are all fundament-

ally required in order to achieve a target behaviour and, sometimes,

changing even only one of them might produce an influence on the

user’s mind. The user can be stimulated using persuasive technique

impacting both on the rational and the emotional side.

On the practical side, B.J. Fogg developed a behaviour grid (repor-

ted in Figure 2.5) that links target behaviours to specific time solu-

tions. In particular, psychological and persuasive techniques design

the influencing strategy so that the behaviour would be performed

or avoided. In addition, a behaviour to be performed can be started,

re-started or increased by the user, while, in case of avoiding, it can
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Figure 2.5: Fogg’s behaviour grid (readapted from [Fogg and Hreha, 2010]).

be decreased or stopped. This grid allows the designer to determ-

ine the duration of the target behaviour, deciding among only one

single performance, a limited period of time or a long-term path.

Therefore, this tool offers persuasive solutions on the basis of the

change required [Fogg and Hreha, 2010].

Specifically regarding the online world, Fogg identified the ”Beha-

viour Chain for Online Participation” [Fogg and Eckles, 2007]. He

describes the Behaviour Chain as a series of ”behavioural goals” to

be achieved subsequently in order to reach the next one and finally

the overall persuasive intent. Involving the user to contribute act-
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ively to generate value for the service and for the other users is a

strategical behavioural goal. In fact, this tactic might bring, in the

long-term, to influence further users.

The behaviour chain includes three different phases: discovery, su-

perficial involvement and true commitment. The first phase, the dis-

covery, sets as a goal the online service awareness. The persuasion is

designed for motivating the user to learn about the existence of the

Web service and to visit it. Users can be easily motivated to explore

a site when it is suggested by their community. The first impact on

the users is a key element since it represents the occasion for pos-

itively impressing them and getting their support in reaching new

users. When the discovery leads to a genuine motivation, the user

enters the phase two, the superficial involvement. At this stage, per-

suasive techniques are implemented to guide the users throughout

the experience of the Web site, the target behaviour is met when the

users start using the service, if they try it at least once. This phase

has a direct impact on the third one, since the technology allows the

users to experiment the site before making a real commitment. An

example of superficial involvement is the ”registration box” to cre-

ate the profile area in the Web site. The last phase of the behavioural

chain is reaching the true commitment. The overall persuasive goal

is achieved when the users start creating value for the Web site, for

example enriching the service with user-generated content. At this

stage, the behavioural target is motivating the users to be loyal to the

Web service, repeating their visits and involving new users in explor-

ing the site. The advantages of applying the behaviour chain to the

online world are remarkable, most of all if designing a clear persuas-
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ive strategy on the basis of precise behavioural goals to be reached

step by step and setting the right triggers, abilities and motivations.

Along the process of designing a persuasive technology, the creator

should always keep in mind that Captology is based on ethic intents.

In fact, the main goal of persuasion, as Captology intends it, is to

change user’s attitudes and behaviours to bring benefit to the user

at first hand. All advantages reached by the technology itself are

defined as ”business of behaviour change” and they should always

remain in the background [Fogg, 2002].

2.3 Online Technologies Influencing Customer

Experience

Digital online technologies are starting to provide new and precious

opportunities to companies, especially concerning the persuasion of

customers. In order to understand the persuasive and motivating po-

tential of online technologies, B.J. Fogg proposes the so-called Func-

tional Triad. This is a framework that allows the identification of

the three principal roles of computing technologies (of which online

ones are a part) and is reported in Figure 2.6. First, online technolo-

gies serve as a tool since they allow for the increase of user capabil-

ities. In terms of persuasion, these tools can influence and motivate

people in very specific ways. For example, a tool can be persuasive

by making a target behaviour more achievable by guiding people

through a certain process. Online technologies can also serve as

a medium for conveying and providing information, which will in

turn allow the user to engage in unique experiences through the ex-
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Figure 2.6: Functional triad for persuasion in online technologies (readapted from
[Fogg and Hreha, 2010]).

ploitation of data (e.g. helping people in practicing a behaviour).

Ultimately, online technologies are effectively social actors that cre-

ate and use relationships with people to stimulate social responses

and emotionally involve them. For instance, these technologies can

provide social support or reward people with positive feedback, just

like a ”friend” can. These three functions can both be used in ana-

lysing the technology persuasive power and for developing ideas in

their design.

An important remark that is fundamental for persuasion is credibil-

ity, which is a two-faced issue. Without it, online technologies are

not likely to persuade users (e.g. embracing the site cause, register

personal information, make purchases etc.) and, on the other hand,
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online technologies designers need to have trustworthy and credible

information about the users. Thus, it is necessary for designers to set

credibility as ones of the main requirements whilst using tools like

reputation, awards, sales of approval, links from credible sources

and word-of-mouth referrals. This way, the time spent using the

technologies is maximised and the risk of receiving false informa-

tion is minimised (win-win strategy, however other controls on user

credibility are necessary). In the end, credibility makes persuasion

possible [McGinnies, 1973].

Because of the concepts introduced, it is clear that a new design at-

titude towards online technologies is needed when introducing per-

suasion principles as shown in Figure 2.7. In traditional systems,

designers structure the main architecture on the basis of a certain

model and then modify it according to the data collected (e.g. feed-

backs, reputation, user actions, statistical analysis). In the new ap-

proach, a persuasion loop needs to be implemented. Indeed, the

user input has to be completed with an ad-hoc persuasion action

based on user output. The system needs to have a certain logic or

intelligence that enables to exploit user information and behaviour

in order to influence choices and actions. For instance, a classic ex-

ample is that of customised advices when looking for a product in an

e-commerce website. Thus, the classic competences of an IT designer

might be completed with an expertise in persuasion, communication

and psychology in order to set new requirements, structures and the

feedback loop for exploiting persuasion principles in online techno-

logies.
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Figure 2.7: Design approaches comparison when dealing with persuasive techno-
logies.

The most common online technologies currently available are web-

sites, apps and e-commerce. The former ones aim towards branding

involvement and communication while e-commerce is targeted to

more operative goals (i.e. sales). Websites and apps are one of the

tools of primary importance for immersing customers with the brand

universe [Maman Larraufie and Kourdoughli, 2014]: they combine

branded content, simulations, ad-hoc language, storytelling, gaming

and customisation in order to influence people towards brand per-
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sonality. An important mention is also the one of social network

where new dynamics can be exploited for persuasion [Fogg, 2002].

Furthermore, apps have considerable advantages in simplification,

accessibility and monitoring customers. For instance, it is easy to

use an app in everyday life and, in this way, data can be collec-

ted effectively for observing customer behaviour (e.g. GPS for un-

derstanding geographical context of the user). On the other hand,

e-commerce is a new distribution network provided by digital tech-

nologies. It has to be said that, according to recent studies, con-

sumers still perceive it as risky, even though new norms tend to

reassure them, especially regarding security. Here, guided persua-

sion, monitoring, customisation are some examples of the types of

persuasion mechanisms that can be exploited. These techniques

and other ones will be treated in the next section. Note also that

consumers do expect different things while shopping online, such

as comparing possibilities, lower prices and discounts, customised

products, and 24-hour-a-day shopping possibilities from whatever

place [Maman Larraufie and Kourdoughli, 2014]. These three are

the fundamental and current ways to exploit digital technologies for

influencing customer behaviour and impacting on customer experi-

ence: ad-hoc techniques have to be set up in these environments also

according to the exposed design method.

2.4 Techniques Impacting on User Experience

This section deals with the persuasive techniques and first analyses

the persuasion ”hardware” or better the Enabling Technologies. Then,
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after having introduced the foundation principles, it explains the

”software” part or better the persuasive heuristic techniques, provid-

ing a compendium and describing the main ones. The digital re-

volution is currently occurring thanks to a number of technological

advances. Both the processing power and memory increase of com-

puters are increasing in speed and space, and their communication

infrastructure are now able to handle a larger amount of informa-

tion (e.g. internet protocol v6). On the other hand, storage costs are

declining and connectivity has become so oversaturated that com-

puters are now considered ubiquitous. Furthermore, the field of

human-computer interaction has brought about new and more us-

able interfaces that boost accessibility to every type of human being.

For these reasons, technologies like big data and artificial intelligence

are one step closer to being integrated in practical applications in

persuasion. The analysis of the huge amount of data coming from

the internet and its respective connected devices allow us to better

understand customer behaviour and attitude. Artificial intelligence

(AI) will allow for the creation of machines that can mimic human

behaviour in a variety of tasks. In the context of persuasion, this will

be the central logic that uses ad-hoc techniques in order to influence

user behaviour. By using special algorithms and machine learning

techniques, the website or app will be able to adopt and exploit per-

suasive techniques whose online implementation would be hard to

achieve without AI systems. For instance, in the luxury e-commerce

world, artificial intelligence may lead to recreate the figure of shop-

ping assistant even with extended characteristics. According to the

words of Yearsley in [Yearsley, 2017], people are willing to form re-
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lationships with artificial agents, provided they are a sophisticated

programmed, capable of complex personalisation. Humans seem to

want to maintain the illusion that the AI truly cares about them. In-

deed, computers have several advantages as persuaders with respect

to humans, like persistency, anonymity, accessibility to huge amount

of data, scale possibilities, different interaction modalities and ubi-

quity [Fogg, 2002]. Anyhow, this frontier is not so close to the current

implementation advances and a more common but simpler practical

examples is the so-called Chatbot technology, which I will further con-

sider in this work in the context of avatars (i.e. a virtual assistant).

Chatbots are programs that simulate a dialogue with a human be-

ing and a robot. They will be analysed and discussed in detail in

the next chapter. Even though they are limited in their answering

capabilities, they are widely used in websites, apps and e-commerce

application thus showing the potentialities of digital persuasion.

From the ”software” point of view, persuasive techniques have to be

based on the six fundamental human psychology principles estab-

lished by Cialdini in [Cialdini, 2006]:

- Reciprocation: people tend to give back in a similar way what

other people give to them (close to Newton’s physical axiom

”actioni contrariam semper et aequalem esse reactionem”);

- Commitment and consistency: people have an almost obsessive

desire to appear consistent with their actions so they tend to

take a hard line based on prior decisions and work hard to

justify those earlier choices;
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- Social proof: people look to other ones in order to figure out

and understand which is the correct way to behave;

- Liking: people are more inclined to accept requests from someone

they feel they know or like as a person;

- Authority: people are likely to listen to those in a position of

power whether it’s the right thing to do or not;

- Scarcity: for people, something seems more valuable when its

quantity is limited.

These are the elements that guide human actions and decisions. Hence,

persuasive techniques have to be based on them and exploit their

consequences. A minimal compendium of the persuasive techniques

is reported in Figure 2.8 divided according to the previously intro-

duced functional triad: tool, medium or social actor. In the next lines

the most peculiar one for online technologies will be exemplified. In

regards to the tool case, the reduction technology influences custom-

ers by reducing a relatively complex activity to one that requires few

simple steps. By minimising costs and maximising returns, the user

is persuaded and empowered in the target behaviour. An example

of this can be seen when looking at the to ”Amazon One-Click” sys-

tem. Once the user is a registered customer with all the data, all

that is necessary to conclude the purchase of the desired product is

a click. Tailoring and suggestion technologies are also of equal im-

portance. They both deal with information provided to the customer

and the former expresses the need of customised information for bet-

ter persuading the user. The second one represents the importance
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Online Technologies as Persuasive…
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Figure 2.8: Compendium of persuasive techniques.

of providing such information at the right time (e.g. webpages or

products suggestions to a customer linked to the result of a previous

action). From the point of view of the medium, between all the sim-

ulations, the object one is probably the most effective. Indeed, tech-

nologies that simulate objects can be highly persuasive since they

fit and impact in the context of people’s everyday life. For instance,

cars and scooters manufacturers often use this strategy in order to

influence customers that their products bring great benefits to their

daily routines.

The function of social actor is the one with the most exploited tech-

nologies in persuasion. The simplest one asserts that attractiveness

(i.e. physical clues) positively affects the possibility of influencing

customer. For instance, thinking about the chatbot case: customers

are more inclined to interact with a nice avatar instead of communic-

ating to a white screen only. Instead, social dynamics are exploited
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to convey social presence and to persuade and, also thanks to so-

cial media, these dynamics are fast, extensive and effective. Indeed,

e-commerce use social dynamics for greeting users, to help interac-

tions succeed and to guide them to desired products. In this thesis, a

special attention is dedicated to the fallacies and their persuasive at-

titude [Lieto and Vernero, 2014]. The foundation of these theories is

that inductive inferences might be not logically valid, but they seem

plausible and, therefore, psychologically valid. Considering digital

artefacts as social actors, similar human-human behaviour models

can be applied. For example, by recalling the liking principle stated

before, persuasive potential might be achieved in this way through

social dynamics. In fact, this is the case of the fallacy that appeals

to the majority (argumentum ad populum): people are more likely to

be persuaded by a thesis that is accepted by most people. An ex-

ample of the argumentum ad populum is ”most people are enthusiast

about brand X products, therefore those products are worth-buying”.

Another frequently used fallacy is the accent one, where certain ele-

ments are made more visually prominent and emphasised. In some

cases, technologies can use endorsement by people or elements re-

cognised as competent in certain fields to promote contents in an

unrelated context. This concept is linked to the fallacy that appeals

to authority, resulting in a ”halo effect” that extends credibility to

the afore mentioned contents. An example of this type of fallacy

is ”the very famous actress X said that brand Y produces very styl-

ish products. Therefore, it is true that brand Y products are hip

and chic”. New technologies are designed to embrace tailoring tech-

niques. Persuasion throughout customisation is effective because it
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is based on past user’s preferences and, therefore, works showing

the users contents they are likely to find interesting. Also this case

constitutes a fallacy, since it assumes that the users do not change

their tastes over time. This fallacy is based on the audience agree-

ment technique, suggesting similar contents to the ones previously

accepted by the user. Additionally, another technique is becoming

more and more used, along with technological advance. Nowadays,

in fact, several technologies offer the possibility to create computer

simulations and renderings in order to allow the user to virtually

experience a product or service. This technique can be associated to

the fallacy of argumentum ad consequentiam, since it gives proof of the

”desirability” of a product purchase result [Lieto and Vernero, 2014].

An example of argumentum ad consequentiam is ”if you wear brand X

products, you will acquire social status”.

Taking into account the subjective selective influence when interpret-

ing a context, one last persuasive technique can be seen in the way a

sentence is formulated, resulting in a decisional issue. This situation,

which is known as ”framing”, occurs when reality is influenced by

contextual frames and, in particular, the word ”framing” refers to

the role of the context in shaping people’s decisions. In fact, using a

particular word instead of another might cause different interpreta-

tions of a sentence’s meaning. This is due to the fact that humans are

often irrational when interpreting a phrase, being exposed to mean-

ing manipulations caused by the context and the sentence wording

[Tversky and Kahneman, 1985]. An example of framing is ”80% of

brand X production techniques are environmental friendly. There-

fore, brand X is sustainable”.
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This framework about persuasive techniques, keeping in mind the

concept of Captology, serves as foundation for my experiment de-

scribed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Method and

Setup

3.1 Methodology

Virtual environments constitute a favourable context to influence in-

terpersonal communication. In particular, they allow for the custom-

isation of space and contents, offering designers the perfect ground

to develop and insert persuasive tools. Very frequently used ele-

ments in virtual environments are persuasive speakers. They are

powerful tools since they can convey persuasive messages exploit-

ing digital reality characteristics. There are two types of persuasive

speakers: agents and avatars. While the term ”agent” refers to ”di-

gital representations controlled by computer algorithms”, the word

”avatar” indicates ”any representation of a user in a virtual environ-
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ment” [Hanus and Fox, 2016]. When a digital speaker is considered

to be an avatar rather than an agent, and it has been customised by

a designer, it is generally more persuasive and it results to be more

liked by users. Moreover, if the avatar delivers the persuasive mes-

sage in ways other than just a written text (speaking, for example),

its communication is more effective. This happens because avatars

recall the concept of human being, not only in their physical form,

but also in their communication style. Therefore, users are inclined

to treat them likewise they relate to humans. When users have the

possibility to actively participate in a virtual environment, to interact

and follow hyperlink paths, their perception of the context is influ-

enced [Hanus and Fox, 2016].

Taking into account these considerations, the goal of my thesis is to

create a persuasive digital environment with significant cues recall-

ing the luxury world. My experiment simulates the presentation of a

fictitious luxury brand, explaining its traits and philosophy through-

out a speaking avatar. The virtual character plays the social role of

a digital shopping assistant who tells users interesting information

about the brand and who recreates a luxury atmosphere. Being the

avatar the main focus of the interaction and the relative analysis,

the webpages where the experiment takes place are very simple

in design and digital features. Using HTML as mark-up language

for structuring and describing page contents, the main elements I

decided to include in the code, in addition to the aforementioned

avatar, are pictures and hyperlinks. The pictures serve to contextu-

alise the brand presentation, offering users some samples of brand

products and decorating the background of the interaction making
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it more visually captivating. The images included are realised using

Adobe Illustrator c© CS6 and Adobe Photoshop c© CS6. The hyperlinks

are used for connecting the different HTML pages containing sub-

sequent avatar vocal messages. At the beginning of the experiment,

the users are required to choose between two links, proposing them

different interactions. One link routes the user to a persuasive path,

where several fallacies are included in the text spoken by the avatar.

The other path will provide the user with a simple vocal description

of the fictitious brand for informational purposes (we remark that

the provided content is exactly the same in the two versions of the

avatar, however in one case the presentation adopts fallacious-based

arguments and in the other one the information is presented without

any use of fallacy). The presence or absence of these fallacies is the

main aspect expected to influence users’ perception of the brand di-

gital experience. When it comes to the last avatar message, in both

cases the link routes the user to a final survey, which includes the

same questions for both paths. Having listened either to persuasive

or not influencing messages, the users should answer in different

ways to the same questions, creating clear comparisons for the result

analysis. The virtual character embedded in the code is empowered

by the Voki R© website (http://www.voki.com). Subscribing to this

service, I could customise (both physically and typing the message

to be spoken) my character and to obtain the HTML code for the

avatar created. Ultimately, the users’ different perceptions are ana-

lysed on the basis of their answer to a specific survey. The survey pro-

posed at the end of the interaction is created using SurveyMonkey R©

(https://it.surveymonkey.com) and it includes precise questions in-
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vestigating the effect of the aforementioned fallacies on user’s brand

perception. Analysing survey results, the final aim of my experiment

is to acquire clearer insights whether using persuasive avatars in a

digital luxury context represents an effective strategy to be used in

the future.

3.2 Avatar Creation Process

As the avatar plays a central role in my experiment, choosing the

right provider was fundamental in order to obtain the desired inter-

active result. The Voki R© website represented an optimal choice for

my research requirements since it offers flexible solutions in several

respects. Subscribing to the ”Level 1” monthly plan, I could create

high customisable avatars, including long length text to be spoken

(more than 500 typed characters) and the possibility to export the

interaction. Creating an avatar using the Voki R© service is very intu-

itive. For my experiment, I chose to use the ”Creator” option, which

allow the user to create single scenes customising the virtual charac-

ter’s physical appearance, its background and its voice. A collection

of the screenshots of this creation process is reported in Figure 3.1.

The ”Customize Your Character” section allows for unlimited combina-

tions of faces, hair and other physical characteristics, along with the

selection of outfits and accessories. Since my experiment is based

on a luxury context, I designed my avatar to resemble a shop assist-

ant of a high-end boutique. The single scene created contained only

one spoken interaction, therefore I needed to create several differ-

ent scenes communicating the subsequent messages with the same
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Figure 3.1: Collection of screenshots of the various steps in the creation of the
Voki R© Avatar.
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Figure 3.2: Extraction of the HTML code of the generated Avatar.

avatar. Voki R© offered this possibility allowing the user to save both

the physical customisation and the selected background. In my case,

I uploaded a white background to be matched with my webpage.

The ”Give it a Voice” section allows the user to have the created avatar

pronouncing a customised text. Also in this part, Voki R© gives sev-

eral text input options. In fact, it is possible to record user’s voice,

to upload an existing audio or to type several sentences. For my ex-

periment, I chose this latter option, selecting ”English” as language

and ”Julie (US)” as character voice. This solution made my avatar

speeches consistent to each other in terms of volume, rhythm and

quality of sound.

Paving the way for my experiment, I created a total of thirteen differ-

ent scenes, all starring the same avatar in a white background. Each

character pronounces a different typed text, designed to be spoken

in a precise order.

As illustrated in Figure 3.2, after having created and published the

different scenes on ”My Voki” and clicking on the sharing icon of
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each one, it is possible to copy the avatar embed code ready to be

included in the HTML one of the webpage.

3.3 Interaction Description

The experiment begins asking the user to click on the following link:

http://www.di.unito.it/~lieto/Avatar_Tech_Experiment

The landing page contains an introductory written message provid-

ing the user with instructions to the test the interaction:

”Dear all, this is an experiment aiming at evaluating an innovative tech-

nological approach in the luxury context. The whole experiment will

last approximately 7 minutes. We suggest you to use Chrome or Firefox

browsers.

In the next pages, you will be required to listen to an avatar delivering

infromation about a new luxury brand (please note that you may need head-

phones if you are in a public space). At the end of the avatar messages,

you can proceed to the NEXT interaction by clicking on the link. In order

to activate the avatar voice, go with your mouse on the avatar image and

please click on the PLAY button.

At the end of the interaction, you will be required to fill a survey. All the

data collected at the end of the interaction is anonymous. Thanks for your

time!

Click here to begin!”

After reading the proposed instructions and clicking on the hyper-
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link, the first avatar interaction is presented to the user. The follow-

ing sentences are common for the two interactive paths (persuasive

and not persuasive) and serve as the interaction opening. I formu-

lated it to be catchy for the user and introducing the context of the

interaction without disclosing too many details. In this way, the user

will be motivated to choose a link to access the next step.

”Art of Bags is ready to launch its new concept of luxury bags, which will

add a creative facet to this market. Our bags are the result of the unique

combination of subjective emotions and inspirations, and the expertise of

our artisans. For more information, click on the links below:”

Figure 3.3a shows the visual outcome of the initial interaction. Re-

calling the concept of the shop window, the purpose of this first web

page is to welcome the users and to invite them to continue the ex-

periment by choosing one of the two links next to the avatar image.

Clicking on ”Discover more”, the user is routed to the not persuasive

path, while the link ”Get immersed with our universe”, which I describe

in the next paragraph, serves as a connection to the persuasive inter-

action. Regarding the following pages, Figures 3.4 and 3.5 report

two example of the typical interaction visual outcomes. Instead, Fig-

ure 3.3b represents an example of the basic HTML structure for the

experiment web pages, including a picture <img>, one or more links

<a href> and the embedded avatar <script>. Here, the code for the

introductory page is reported, but the ones of the other pages are

substantially equivalent.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.3: a) Website page for the introduction of the experiment; b) Relative
HTML structure.
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3.3.1 Persuasive Path

When the users click on the ”Get immersed with our universe” link,

they are routed to the persuasive version of the interaction. In the

subsequent pages, the avatar tries to interact directly with the user,

using the pronoun you when possible. I adopted this communication

style in order to simulate a more user-oriented interaction with an

avatar adopting the social role of a virtual assistant.

1) ”Art of Bags creates exclusive bags on the basis of your creative re-

quests. Most people are expressing the desire to have accessories de-

signed exactly as they thought about them. The design and pattern of

our products will be the result of people’s inspirations and ideas. This

feature makes our product unique and worth buying.”

These sentences have the purpose of involving the user throughout a

direct and subjective interaction. This passage includes an argument

ad populum, since it states a ”most people’s desire”. This latter is ful-

filled by brand products, since they are created on the basis of most

people’s ”inspirations and ideas” (expressed in the third sentence

using the article ”their”). The fallacy contained in this interaction

finds its conclusion in the fact that brand bags are defined ”worth

buying”.

2) ”Our artisans are, first of all, artists in their soul. Among them,

there are very different personalities and visions of the world, which

they subjectively translate into Art. Their common path can be recog-

nized in their mastery using the watercolour technique and in their
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expertise in handcrafting leather. According to Catherine, Duchess of

Cambridge, our artisans have remarkable technical skills and they are

able to create exclusive bags.”

This interaction has the purpose of immersing the user into brand’s

universe. It lets the customers discover a little bit more about what

constitute brand’s philosophy and, therefore, has the purpose of im-

plicitly sharing with them company values. Moreover, the last sen-

tence includes a clear fallacy ad verecundiam, since it appeals to the

Duchess of Cambridge to assess artisans’ skills and ability to create

fashion bags for the luxury market. In fact, Catherine Middleton is

a Duchess and she does not hold authority in evaluating artisan’s

expertise.

3) ”You, together with the other customers, are the soul of our brand,

since you share with us your emotions and visions to let us create

something unique and special. Our relationship is based on creativity,

collaboration and trust. According to Katie Holmes, our artisans

are able to establish a unique synergy with our customers, creating

special bags.”

These sentences include a clear allusion to the world of luxury, which

is mainly built on the feelings delivered by the customer experi-

ence and the brand itself. Moreover, the relationship between the

client and the brand is visibly described, recalling Kapferer’s iden-

tity prism. The role of the artisan, who is an expert in handcrafting

leather and in painting through watercolours, is here associated to
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an empathic personality able to translate relational inputs into ”spe-

cial bags”. The concept is fallacious since the person who states this

artisans’ ability is Katie Holmes, who is a well-known actress but not

an expert in artisanal creation processes and products.

4) ”The bags created are made of precious and rare materials, enriched

by sophisticated details decided by the customer. All bags have can-

vas inserts hand-painted in watercolours. A transparent special cover

to protect the artistic details from usage issues refines these decor-

ated canvases. In line with our sustainability model, 75% of our pro-

duction techniques are fully environmental friendly. Customization,

high quality materials and detail care are the formula that makes our

products timeless and unique for you.”

This interaction is based on the concept of tailoring, which has many

effective applications as persuasive technique. In these lines, the

products are described as highly customised and valuable, design-

ing a luxury context. The framing technique has been used in these

lines to persuade the user that the brand is very attentive to be sus-

tainable, switching the attention from the environmental impact of

the remaining 25%.

5) ”Our brand is catching the attention of many relevant magazines.

Forbes and AD have defined our business as an ”innovative way to

re-approach customers and artisans, reinventing the Art of creating

bags”, and as ”the everyday luxury of expressing subjective emotions

through Art”. Our creations are becoming requested by the great
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Figure 3.4: Example of the interaction visual outcome.

majority of the Hollywood movie celebrities that feel the need to have

an everyday accessory able to reflect something important to them.”

These sentences contain endorsements by worldwide well-known

magazines. Mentioning the names of these ”authorities”, the brand

acquires more credibility. However, ”Forbes” is financial magazine,

while ”AD” (Architectural Digest) is a recognised authority in archi-

tecture and design. Both are excellent magazines and expert entities

in their area of interest but they do not hold authority in fashion and

luxury fields. The fallacy ad verecundiam used in this interaction there-

fore extends the magazines’ halo to an unrelated field of expertise.

Moreover, stating that the ”great majority of the Hollywood movie

celebrities” are interested in the brand constitutes an argumentum

ad populum, since this kind of people and their behaviours are con-

stantly exposed and imitated by a large number of followers.

6) ”If you decide to experiment our brand, the product designed will
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be a unique and authentic representation of your way of being. After

becoming our customer, you will be added to our vip list, receiving the

invitations for our exclusive events held in breath-taking locations. In

addition, you will have the opportunity to become a brand ambassador,

modelling for our future commercials.”

The conclusion of the persuasive path recalls luxury world’s facets,

defining the products created as ”unique” and ”authentic”, and un-

derlying a special bond between the customer and the brand. This

last interaction uses the fallacy of the argumentum ad consequentiam

introducing two possibly desirable outcomes. In particular, both be-

ing included in a ”vip list” and becoming a ”brand ambassador” are

privileges reserved to people considered special and influent for the

brand and, therefore, their relationship is enhanced. At the same

time, the customers acquire social status and popularity, since they

will have the opportunity to be in the spotlight.

3.3.2 Not Persuasive Path

Clicking on the ”Discover more” link in the interaction introduction

page, a different audio is proposed to the user. This second path is

designed to lack in the persuasive element, in order to be clearly dif-

ferent from the former. In this way, a consistent comparison between

the two interactions will be possible to analyse in terms of effective-

ness. Choosing this latter link, the user therefore receives a more

”technical description” of the brand, limited to brief and concise de-

tails. Moreover, the communication style is more impersonal and

indirect, placing distance between the customer and the brand. The
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Figure 3.5: Example of the interaction visual outcome.

luxury facets of the experience are implicit and never emphasised in

order to avoid emotional involvement.

1) ”Art of Bags creates bags on the basis of designs decided together

with our customers. In particular, our clients can share with our

artisans their ideas, which will be elaborated and realised throughout

continuous collaboration.”

2) ”All of our artisans are artists and specialists in the watercolour tech-

nique. During their experience, they have developed the skills of paint-

ing on a particular type of canvas, which can be adapted and protected

for wearing purposes.”

3) ”Our customers are the soul of our brand, since they share with us

their emotions and visions to let us create something unique and spe-

cial. Our relationship is based on creativity, collaboration and trust.

Our artisans are able to establish a unique synergy with our custom-

ers, creating special bags.”
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4) ”The bags created are made of precious, high quality and rare mater-

ials, enriched by sophisticated details decided by the customer. All

bags have canvas inserts hand-painted in watercolours and we pay

attention to environmental sustainability. Customisation, high qual-

ity materials and detail care are the formula that makes our products

timeless and unique for you.”

5) ”Our brand offers a wide range of leathers and textures, along with

many different configurations for shoulder straps. It can be defined as

an ”innovative way to re-approach customers and artisans, reinvent-

ing the Art of creating bags.”

6) ”Appointments for designing new bags can be booked throughout the

website. The artisans for realising the product can be chosen by the

customer of the basis of their watercolour’s style after meeting them

in the atelier.”
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Chapter 4

Data Collection and Analysis

4.1 Collection Method

Having assembled all the experiment components (instructions, avatar

speeches, pictures and surveys) on the HTML webpage, the selected

means to collect feedbacks were personal contacts and Facebook R©

groups. In both cases, the shared message included the experiment

link and some brief instructions.

The message reported in the picture above was posted on my per-

sonal Facebook R© profile and shared in the following Facebook groups:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/escpeurope.incomingmim/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1611710799097184/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2256071958/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/121201605061817/
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Figure 4.1: Facebook R© post for sharing the experiment.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1551749071723940/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/347323582331943/

The Facebook R© groups chosen for sharing the experiment were mainly

made of bachelor or master students of different nationalities. In par-

ticular, I posted the message in the group of my Italian bachelor class-

mates at SAA - School of Management and in the ones that I joined

during my bachelor exchanges in Canada (JMSB) and in France (Ed-

hec Business School). In addition, I shared the post in my current

graduate university (ESCP Europe), which is an international insti-

tution and covers a wide range of nationalities. Lastly, I posted the

message in a luxury related sales group (All Luxury Bags), as the

content of the experiment might have been interesting for its mem-

bers.

The experiment started on the 28th of September and all data col-

lected was analysed on the 7th of October. At the beginning of the

experiment, after having clicked on the link: http://www.di.unito.
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it/~lieto/Avatar_Tech_Experiment/ and read all instructions, the

user is required to choose if clicking on ”Get immersed with our uni-

verse” or on ”Discover more”. The first link routes the user to the per-

suasive interaction, while the latter connects to the not persuasive

path. In order to record a balanced number of responses, the page

position of these two links was reverted once a day. As mentioned in

the Chapter 3, the last avatar interaction included in the experiment

routes the user to the final survey. Whether the user selected the per-

suasive or the not persuasive path, the survey proposed is exactly

the same. In fact, presenting the same questions to users who have

listened to different avatar speeches constitutes a comparable ground

in order to interpret results. The links for the two equal surveys are:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/8LCVTDM (after the persuasive in-

teraction) and https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/RLYLHFK (after the

not persuasive interaction).

The survey structure includes two parts. The first one, which is

presented in the initial survey page, includes all questions concern-

ing the user perception of the interaction. The second page has the

purpose to collect user general data in order to define the different

profiles of the experiment participants. The first survey page has a

double evaluative goal. In the first place (Q1), it aims at understand-

ing how the user perceives the interaction proposed on the basis

of the way its contents have been communicated. Secondly (Q2), it

has the purpose of evaluating the technology adopted for the exper-

iment. The first part (Q1) considers the presence or absence of falla-

cies and asks the user to give their level of convincement regarding

several statements. The evaluation criteria are based on a 5-values
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Figure 4.2: Visual outcome of the upper part of the Q1 (6 questions matrix) in-
cluded in the survey.

Likert scale and they range from ”Not convinced at all” to ”I am very

convinced”. The questions proposed to the users for this part are or-

ganised in a matrix including 6 statements and introduced by the

sentence: ”After experiencing the interaction proposed, how do you feel

about the following questions:”

1) ”The products of ”Art of Bags” are worth buying since - as desired by

the majority of people - its products incorporate the creative requests

of its customers.”

This question refers to the first experiment interaction after having

chosen ”Get immersed with our universe” or ”Discover more”. It has the

purpose of understanding whether the appeal to majority (if present

in the path chosen) has been effective on user’s perception of brand

products.

2) ”The production techniques of our company are environmental friendly,

since the brand is very attentive to be sustainable.”
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This second statement refers to the framing included in the fourth

interaction of the persuasive path (75% of production techniques are

environmental friendly). The not persuasive speech does not include

this kind of contextualisation, it just states the sustainability of the

brand. Therefore, this question aims at understanding if the present

or absence of the framing have resulted in a different opinion regard-

ing brand environmental attitude.

3) ”Very famous magazines write about ”Art of Bags” and the brand is

worth to be experienced.”

4) ”There are many important people interested in ”Art of Bags”, there-

fore brand products are worth-buying.”

The statements 3 and 4 both refer to the interaction 5, which in the

persuasive path include an appeal to authority (or fallacy ad verecun-

diam) related to some well-known magazines and an argumentum

ad populum formulated as ”the great majority of Hollywood movie

celebrities”. Moreover, the answer to question 4 might also be in-

fluenced by the persuasive interactions 2 and 3, since they contain

endorsement by ”important people”. On the other hand, the not

persuasive path lacks of these two fallacious elements in the corres-

ponding interactions, therefore the user who has chosen this latter

path should not be influenced when answering these two questions.

5) ”The artisans of ”Art of Bags” are highly skilled, they are able to

create exclusive bags.”
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Similarly to the third question, this statement is referred to the appeal

to authority included in the persuasive interaction 2. The not persuas-

ive path describes the brand artisans’ abilities as well, but without

using a famous person for endorsing the statement. In addition, this

question is formulated in a veiled way in the survey, aiming at under-

standing whether the user is personally convinced of artisans’ skills

(and not because the reference of someone famous is included in the

text of the statement). Therefore, users listening to one or the other

interaction might have different reactions to this question according

to their perception (which still has been influenced by the speeches

previously heard, persuasive or not).

6) ”Based on this interaction it is possible that ”Art of Bags” provides

customers with an engaging and luxury experience.”

The last question of the matrix refers to the overall perception of

the brand experience, which might have been influenced whether

the user had chosen the persuasive interaction or the not persuasive

path.

The second question (Q2) included in the first survey page is in-

Figure 4.3: Visual outcome of the Q2 included in the survey.
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troduced by the following sentence: ”How do you evaluate the tech-

nology proposed?”. Here, the focus is on the avatar, adopted in the

experiment to play the role of a virtual assistant of a digital luxury

boutique. Similarly to the Q1 matrix, the evaluative criteria adop-

ted are based on a 5-values Likert scale, this time ranging from ”I

strongly disagree” to ”I strongly agree”. This question only proposes to

the user a single statement to be rated:

”The interaction with the avatar was a new and engaging experience that

helped me in the exploration of the ”Arts of Bags” products and philo-

sophy.”

Regarding this question, both the users selecting the persuasive path

and those choosing the not persuasive one were provided with the

same experience. In fact, the avatar physical configuration and its

voice are exactly the same for the two interactions. The process for

listening avatar speeches included in both cases moving the mouse

on its image and then clicking on the play button. Both the persuas-

ive and the not persuasive path were designed to be exhaustive and

clear when delivering brand information. Therefore, in both cases

the user receives the same contents, they were just expressed in dif-

ferent ways. The Q2 purpose is therefore to evaluate the experience

provided by the technology, regardless of its persuasive elements.

The second page of the survey has the purpose of collecting users’

general information, in order to delineate the different profiles of the

experiment participants in terms of gender, nationality, age and level

of education.
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Figure 4.4: Visual outcome of the second page of the survey.

4.2 Discussion and Conclusions

During the period of time when the experiment took place (10 days),

a total of 95 feedbacks were collected. In particular, 49 people filled

the survey after having participated in the persuasive version of the

experiment, while 46 users answered on the basis of the not persuas-

ive interaction. The gender participation was well balanced, since

47,4% of the users were men and 52,6% were women. The national-

ity of most of the participants was Italian (73,7%) but several other

countries of origin were recorded (7,7% from England, 4,2% from

Switzerland, 3,2% from Canada and France, 2,1% from Germany and

Spain, 1,5% from Austria, Finland, Mexico and USA). Consistently

with the personal contacts and the Facebook groups where the exper-

iment was shared, most participants’ age (65,3%) ranges between 18

and 25 years. The other significant percentage (18,1%) corresponds
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65,3%

18,1%

6,2%

5,2%
5,2%

%	of	Participants	per	Age

18	- 25 25	- 35 35	- 45 45	- 55 Over	55

Figure 4.5: Age of participants (persuasive and not).

to users aged 25-35 (see Figure 4.5). Accordingly, 45,3% of users

selected ”bachelor” as their higher level of education, while 24,2%

attended high school. 26,3% of participants stated they proceeded to

graduate schools, and only 4,21% got a Ph.D. degree.

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 represent the participants’ answer distribution re-

Questions

Persuasive

Score Mean Mode Variance Standard	
Deviation

a) The products of “Art of Bags” are worth buying since - as desired 
by the majority of people - its products incorporate the creative 
requests of its customers.

1 2 3 4 5 3,67 4,00 1,02 1,01
4,08% 12,24% 10,20% 59,18% 14,29% Total

2 6 5 29 7 49
b) The production techniques of our company are environmental 
friendly, since the brand is very attentive to be sustainable.

1 2 3 4 5 3,80 5,00 1,29 1,14
2,04% 12,24% 26,53% 22,45% 36,73% Total

1 6 13 11 18 49
c) Very famous magazines write about “Art of Bags” and the brand 
is worth to be experienced.

1 2 3 4 5 3,53 4,00 1,25 1,12
4,08% 16,33% 22,45% 36,73% 20,41% Total

2 8 11 18 10 49
d) There are many important people interested in “Art of Bags”, 
therefore brand products are worth-buying.

1 2 3 4 5 3,41 4,00 1,29 1,14
8,16% 10,20% 30,61% 34,69% 16,33% Total

4 5 15 17 8 49
e) The artisans of “Art of Bags” are highly skilled, they are able to 
create exclusive bags.

1 2 3 4 5 4,10 5,00 1,01 1,01
2,04% 4,08% 20,41% 28,57% 44,90% Total

1 2 10 14 22 49
f) Based on this interaction it is possible that “Art of Bags” provides 
customers with an engaging and luxury experience.

1 2 3 4 5 3,96 5,00 1,00 1,00
0,00% 10,20% 20,41% 32,65% 36,73% Total

0 5 10 16 18 49

Figure 4.6: Survey results of the Q1 matrix for the persuasive path.
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Questions

Not	Persuasive

Score Mean Mode Variance Standard	
Deviation

a) The products of “Art of Bags” are worth buying since - as desired 
by the majority of people - its products incorporate the creative 
requests of its customers.

1 2 3 4 5 3,28 3,00 1,10 1,05
6,52% 13,04% 36,96% 32,61% 10,87% Total
3 6 17 15 5 46

b) The production techniques of our company are environmental 
friendly, since the brand is very attentive to be sustainable.

1 2 3 4 5 3,41 4,00 1,36 1,17
6,52% 17,39% 21,74% 36,96% 17,39% Total
3 8 10 17 8 46

c) Very famous magazines write about “Art of Bags” and the brand 
is worth to be experienced.

1 2 3 4 5 3,11 3,00 1,03 1,02
6,52% 19,57% 36,96% 30,43% 6,52% Total
3 9 17 14 3 46

d) There are many important people interested in “Art of Bags”, 
therefore brand products are worth-buying.

1 2 3 4 5 3,02 3,00 1,49 1,22
17,39% 10,87% 32,61% 30,43% 8,70% Total

8 5 15 14 4 46
e) The artisans of “Art of Bags” are highly skilled, they are able to 
create exclusive bags.

1 2 3 4 5 3,93 4,00 1,17 1,08
6,52% 2,17% 15,22% 43,48% 32,61% Total
3 1 7 20 15 46

f) Based on this interaction it is possible that “Art of Bags” provides 
customers with an engaging and luxury experience.

1 2 3 4 5 3,65 4,00 1,12 1,06
4,35% 10,87% 19,57% 45,65% 19,57% Total
2 5 9 21 9 46

Figure 4.7: Survey results of the Q1 matrix for the not persuasive path.

garding the 6 questions matrix (Q1). Both for the persuasive and the

not persuasive interaction, the tables highlight the weighted mean,

the mode, the variance and the standard deviation.

As shown in Figure 4.6, the mean values for the persuasive path

range from a minimum of 3,41 to a maximum of 4,10 (slightly more

than ”I am convinced”). The mode values collected are 4 and 5,

remarking that the higher distribution of users selected ”I am con-

vinced” or ”I am very convinced” for all the 6 questions. The vari-

ance and the standard deviation values remain around 1, and the

questions that show a greater variance (1,29) and, therefore, a higher

user indecision, are b and d. Regarding the not persuasive interac-

tion (Figures 4.7), the mean values range from 3,02 to 3,93. In this

case, no mean value reaches the ”I am convinced” level (4), highlight-

ing a doubtful user’s attitude when answering to the six questions.

Accordingly, the mode values are 4 and 3, remarking a higher concen-

tration of answers on ”I have some doubts” for half of the questions.

Also in this case, the variance and the standard deviation reach the

highest values for the question b and d.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between persuasive and not persuasive Q1 matrix results.

Comparing the two results, the Figure 4.8 highlights that the persuas-

ive path achieved for each question higher levels of convincement

than the not persuasive interaction. In particular, for each question

of the matrix Q1, the persuasive path always scored 1 unit more in

the mode value than the not persuasive one. Therefore, according to

the data collected, the persuasive interaction has a greater impact in

terms of convincement efficacy than the not persuasive path.

In order to achieve clearer insights about the actual effect of the per-

suasive techniques used in the experiment, each question of the Q1

matrix is analysed more thoroughly in the following lines.

Q1 A) Regarding the persuasive path, the answer frequency distribu-

tion in Figure 4.9 shows a remarkable concentration peak (59,18%)

on ”I am convinced”. The not persuasive interaction has the greater

frequency of answers (36,96%) on ”I have some doubts” instead. Gen-

erally, this latter interaction demonstrates a trend characterised by a
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A)	The	products	of	“Art	of	Bags”	are	worth	buying	since	- as	desired	by	the	majority	of	

people	- its	products	incorporate	the	creative	requests	of	its	customers.	

Persuasive Not	Persuasive

Figure 4.9: Frequency distribution comparison between persuasive and not per-
suasive Q1 question A.

higher level of uncertainty in its answers. Taking into account the

mean values (3,67 for the persuasive and 3,28 for the not persuasive),

which are just slightly different, the frequency distribution clarifies

that the appeal to majority included in the persuasive version of the

interaction has actually influenced users’ opinions.

Q1 B) The persuasive path population grows in number from the

lower scores to form a plateau from the values 3 to 4 (26,53% to

22,45%), while it presents a peak on the answer ”I am very con-

vinced” (36,73%). The frequency distribution of answers coming

from the not persuasive interaction shows lower levels of convince-

ment for 45,65% of the respondents (see Figure 4.10B). However, this

latter path highlights a peak on the value ”I am convinced” (36,96%),

while its frequency decreases again for the value 5. In this case, the
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C)	Very	famous	magazines	write	about	“Art	of	Bags”	and	the	brand	is	worth	to	be	

experienced.	
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Figure 4.10: Frequency distribution comparisons between persuasive and not per-
suasive Q1 question B (above graph) and C (below one).

framing used in the persuasive path impacted on the users’ decisions,

resulting in a mean level of convincement of 3,8.

Q1 C) Both curves represented in Figure 4.10C are characterised by
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a peak. However, this is peak is shifted by 1 unit in advantage for

the persuasive path. In fact, this latter shows 36,73% of participants

answering ”I am convinced”, while the not persuasive interaction

has its peak (36, 96%) for the answer ”I have some doubts”. Also in

this case, the argumentum ad verecundiam used in the persuasive path

influenced user’s attitudes toward the statement with regards to the

not persuasive path. However, this fallacy has revealed to be one of

the least effective of the persuasive experiment, resulting in a mean

value of 3,53.

Q1 D) The two curves shown in Figure 4.11 are very similar to each

other. However, even if slightly, the persuasive interaction is con-

firmed one more time as the most efficient in terms of persuasion.

In particular, the frequency of answer scoring 5 is double for the per-

8,16% 10,20%

30,61%

34,69%

16,33%17,39%

10,87%

32,61%

30,43%

8,70%
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35,00%
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1 2 3 4 5 Score

D)	There	are	many	important	people	interested	in	“Art	of	Bags”,	therefore	brand	products	

are	worth-buying.	

Persuasive Not	Persuasive

Figure 4.11: Frequency distribution comparison between persuasive and not per-
suasive Q1 question D.
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suasive interaction over the other. For this question, the users have

demonstrated the highest level of indecision, resulting in the lowest

mean score in the Q1 matrix for both paths (3,41 for the persuasive

and 3,02 for the not persuasive one) and revealing a scarce effect of

the appeal to authority implicit to the question.

Q1 E) The frequency trend of question E, as shown in Figure 4.12,

highlights very high values for both paths. In particular, both for

the persuasive and the not persuasive interaction, more than 70% of

participants declared to be ”convinced” or ”very convinced” about

this question. It is interesting to notice that, given the fact that the

question did not mention who stated the artisans’ abilities, the per-

suasive interaction achieved a higher score than the not persuasive

one. The mean for the persuasive path reached the value of 4,1, thus

2,04%
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E)	The	artisans	of	“Art	of	Bags”	are	highly	skilled,	they	are	able	to	create	exclusive	bags.	

Persuasive Not	Persuasive

Figure 4.12: Frequency distribution comparison between persuasive and not per-
suasive Q1 question E.
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Figure 4.13: Frequency distribution comparison between persuasive and not per-
suasive Q1 question F.

showing a more intense effect of the appeal to authority veiled into

this question (i.e. more intense with respect to the result coming

from Q1D).

Q1 F) Figure 4.13 illustrates a frequency around 35% of participants

distributed along the values 1 and 3. The persuasive path is char-

acterised by a trend growing linearly in terms of answer frequency

that reaches its maximum in ”I am very convinced” (36,73%). On the

other hand, the not persuasive interaction shows a peak on the value

4, while the number of frequencies decreases for the highest score.

Since this question had the aim of evaluating the overall user’s per-

ception of the brand experience, it is significant to notice that both

path have achieved among the highest mean values of the experi-

ment (3,96 for the persuasive and 3,65 for the not persuasive interac-
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tion). Also in this last question of the matrix Q1, the persuasive path

reported a higher level of convincement. This demonstrates the over-

all efficacy of the influencing techniques embedded while designing

the experiment.

After an attentive and detailed analysis of the single frequency dis-

tributions of the Q1 questions, the lines above highlight a remark-

able difference between the persuasive path and the not persuasive

interaction regarding the answering attitudes of participants. This

data finds a clear confirmation being consistent with the general val-

ues represented in the histogram at the beginning of the analysis

(Figure 4.8). Instead, Figure 4.14 illustrates the participants’ answer

distribution for the second question of the survey (Q2). Similarly to

the previous Figure 4.6 and 4.7, Figure 4.14 gives the values for the

weighted mean, the mode, the variance and the standard deviation.

It reports a very similar outcome in term of frequency distribution of

answers for both the persuasive and the not persuasive interaction.

The purpose of this question was to evaluate the technology used

for the experiment, switching therefore the focus from the persuas-

ive techniques to the avatar technology itself.

Figure 4.15 confirms that the users (regardless of the listened inter-

Q2 Score Mean Mode Variance Standard	
Deviation

The interaction with the avatar was a new and engaging 
experience that helped me in the exploration of the “Arts of 
Bags” products and philosophy.

Persuasive 1 2 3 4 5 3,71 4,00 1,42 1,19
8,16% 8,16% 10,20% 8,16% 48,98% 24,49% Total

4 4 5 4 24 12 53
Not	

Persuasive 1 2 3 4 5 3,57 4,00 1,01 1,00

4,35% 4,35% 13,04% 15,22% 56,52% 10,87%
2 2 6 7 26 5 46

Figure 4.14: Survey results of Q2 for both the persuasive and the not persuasive
path.
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Figure 4.15: Frequency distribution comparison between persuasive and not per-
suasive Q2.

action) perceived the technology proposed in a similar way. This

data is consistent with the fact that the avatar used during the exper-

iment was actually the same for both paths. Also in this case, the

persuasive interaction recorded a slightly higher value than the not

persuasive path (3,71 vs. 3,57). In conclusion, a remarkable element

to be pointed out from the collected data is the level of appreciation

for the technology adopted. In particular, the mode value reported

is 4, and more than 65% of the participants of each path stated to

”agree” or ”strongly agree” with the Q2 statement.

On the basis of the data collected during the experiment and dis-

cussed in these pages, the experiment has received an overall posit-

ive feedback, both in terms of persuasive effectiveness and of tech-

nology proposed. Therefore, the case study presented in my thesis

might serve as a preliminary research for the upcoming opportunit-

ies of digital innovation in the luxury context.
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